Subjects, Predicates, and Objects with the Pretty Princess

Directions: Underline the subjects, circles the predicates, and double-underline the objects.

1. The Pretty Princess awoke inside the biggest castle in Amazingville.
2. She had the prettiest pink flying horse with the largest wingspan in all the land.
3. The Pretty Princess brushed her hair 100 times with her magical pink brush.
4. Big Bertha was the Pretty Princess's best friend, so Big Bertha went to her castle.
5. Big Bertha brought the Pretty Princess a case of pretty pink cupcakes.
6. Suddenly, a message came to the Pretty Princess's crystal phone.
7. It said, "We need help because nobody is coming to our party."
8. The Pretty Princess and Big Bertha jumped on their magical horses.
9. They flew all the way across Amazingville and landed at the youth center.
10. The Pretty Princess and Big Bertha walked into the youth center and saw that nobody was there.
11. Little Laney was crying and said, "Nobody came to my birthday party, wahhhhhhh!
12. The Pretty Princess grabbed her crystal phone and sent a magical mass text message.
13. Big Bertha ran around the youth center and put pizza, soda, and nacho chips on all the tables.
14. Little Laney was still sobbing and being emotional.
15. Magically, a band appeared at Little Laney's party and began playing popular songs.
16. All the teenagers from Amazingville showed up at the youth center and danced and ate pizza.
17. The Pretty Princess winked at Little Laney and Little Laney stopped crying and started smiling.
18. Big Bertha, Little Laney, and the Pretty Princess danced and celebrated at the party.
19. The Pretty Princess's Mother called her and said, "Come home."
20. The Pretty Princess said goodbye to all her friends in Amazingville and went home.

21-25. Write five of your own sentences on the back of this sheet. Underline your subjects, circle your predicates, and double-underline your objects.